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HUBANA 2022: Everything a hunter’s heart desires!  

 

 Strong brands: Already over 60 exhibitors registered.  

 A portrait of the current highlights of HUBANA 2022. 

 Strong partners: PIRSCH new premium partner, BDB ideal sponsor. 

 New marketing director: Roland Zobel strengthens the HUBANA team. 

 

There are just under three months to go before HUBANA 2022 opens its doors 

at Lembeck Castle. Already more than 60 exhibitos have confirmed their 

participation in the 2nd HUBANA in Lembeck, including many premium 

brands. Visitors can particularly look foward to the highlights in the castle 

park: these include the new „GenussRevier“, the „AktionsRevier“ and die 

„HUBANARevier“ located in the center. In addition, they can expect an 

exciting program of lectures on stage as well as various live testings. The 

HUBANA team is also pleased about the new premium partner "DIE PIRSCH", 

as well as the new ideal sponsor of the event, the Bundesverband Deutscher 

Berufsjäger e.V. (BDB). 

 

Renowned exhibitors and new themes: This is what HUBANA 2022 will be like 

A first-class selection of products presented by renowned exhibitors in an impressive 

castle ambience. This is exactly what HUBANA promises again in 2022, when it 

opens its doors to all hunting and nature lovers from September 09 - 11. More than 

60 exhibitors, including the Blaser Group, Leica Camera, Zeiss, RUAG, Jagdwelt24, 

Tec Target Schneider and many more, have already confirmed their participation.  

The supporting program of HUBANA 2022 also surprises with innovative formats 

and an opening approach to the topic of hunting: live demonstrations and 

discussions on stage, inviting learning stations for young and old, the Dasch 
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shooting cinema, the HUBANA flint test days, hunting dog demonstrations, and the 

popular Wild Game Experience World - led by specialist Gerd Brinker and the 

company Ersfeld & Fernglas Food - make a visit to HUBANA an experience for 

everyone who identifies with the topic of hunting or wants to get closer to it.  

There are also big vehicles to see - in full action! The off-road course allows ISUZU 

vehicles to demonstrate their skills and gives visitors a real driving experience.  

New additions to the supporting program are the "GenussRevier" and the 

"HUBANARevier", two new experience areas for feasting and sharing. As the name 

"GenussRevier" suggests, this is a place that invites visitors to linger. Various food 

and beverage stands will be offering specialties, which can then be enjoyed in the 

shade of the Stretch-tent. In the GenussRevier you also always "enjoy" the best view 

of the castle. 

The "HUBANARevier" placed in the center of the castle park is home to food and 

beverage offers as well as the stage, which provides special entertainment and 

infotainment. "With our new offers, we are trying to open up the topic of hunting to 

the society and deliberately invite visitors to linger. HUBANA means evenly also 

exchange under like-minded persons, for this we create straight the best basic 

conditions“, says Anna-Catharina Heller, exhibition dircetor of HUBANA. Visitors can 

spend the long Friday evening at the castle with musical background, best with cold 

drinks and together with friends, in the castle park. Other highlights on Friday 

evening include the HUBANA light show on the castle facade, as well as a game of 

late-night boules at the Rüdemann & Ernst stand. 

 

HUBANA and PIRSCH - a cooperation that fits. BDB new ideal sponsor.  

With immediate effect, HUBANA is pleased to have PIRSCH at its side, a partner 

whose values and content are 100 percent in line with those of HUBANA. "Enjoying 

the beauty of hunting, game and nature is what PIRSCH has in common with 

HUBANA. Both prefer to look closer and discover the subtleties rather than define 

themselves by sheer mass. Because that's what makes the hunter: becoming one 

with nature and also knowing when to pause. Accordingly, we look forward to many 

conversations and meetings in a wonderful environment," says Martin Weber, 
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Editor-in-Chief of PIRSCH about the new cooperation. Anna-Catharina Heller is also 

pleased about the new partner: "In the course of the cooperation, we are now in a 

position to enhance the quality of the supporting program of HUBANA once again. 

The main focus will be on the content that links HUBANA and PIRSCH. Visitors can 

look forward to exciting lectures and discussion rounds on stage on all three days!", 

says Heller. Also new is the conceptual sponsorship of HUBANA by the 

Bundesverband Deutscher Berufsjäger e.V. (BDB). The main goal of the 

cooperation is to establish practical hunting topics as well as content related to 

habitat improvement and nature and species conservation at HUBANA. "We are 

pleased to have the BDB as a strong and motivated partner at our side for this in 

the future. The association will provide the expertise and present it exclusively at 

HUBANA in different areas from fall 2022," says Heller about the new cooperation.   

 

New marketing director for HUBANA: Roland Zobel takes over 

Another change behind the scenes at HUBANA is to be reported with regard to 

marketing management: Effective immediately, Roland Zobel will manage 

HUBANA's marketing activities. "I can expect a young team and exciting tasks - and 

I'm really looking forward to that. I am excited about the new environment and can 

hardly wait!", says Zobel. Through his work for the Neumann-Neudamm group of 

companies, Roland Zobel knows the business as a retailer, wholesaler and 

manufacturer. He himself is a hunter and connoisseur of the relevant association 

landscape in the areas of civilian gun ownership, and is thus very well networked in 

the target group. Most recently, Roland Zobel held the position of Editor-in-Chief at 

the industry magazine WM-Intern. 
 

Accredit now!  

Discover HUBANA as a media representative? No problem! Find out what is on offer 

and accredit yourself online in advance. You will find all information on accreditation 

at www.hubana.events/en/press.  

 

 

 

https://www.hubana.events/en/press
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Ticketshop is open! 

The ticket store of HUBANA 2022 is open. Secure your ticket and become part of 

the HUBANA family. Prices, opening hours and the ticket store can be found at 

www.hubana.events/en/tickets.  

 

The new HUBANA website – discover now! 

Just in time for the start of ticket sales, HUBANA presents itself online in a new look. 

A modern website with user-friendly guidance makes it easier to discover HUBANA 

online from now on. Visit the new site at www.hubana.events/en!  

 

Contact for press and media 

Georg Loichinger 

T +49 9 11 86 06-8191 

 

Georg.loichinger@nuernbergmesse.de 

 

 
All press releases as well as further information, photos and videos in the 
newsroom at: 
https://www.hubana.events/en/press/press-releases#e=0 
 
 
Further services for journalists and media representatives at: 
www.hubana.events/en/presse  
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